ENGLISH TRAVELLERS IN LATE
18TH CENTURY SPAIN:
EYEWITNESS ACCOUNTS
by N orman Holub

work will be a brief comment on three English Voyagers to
Spain in the late 18th Century encompassing the years 1760-88,
the approximate time span of the reign of Charles III. The three
travellers are Joseph Brretti, Joseph Townsend and William Beckford. Joseph Baretti in fact is not English.1 He was bom in Lom
bardy and was the son of a member of the Italian le sse r nobility
who was a successful architect in Turin. Baretti had lived in
England for ten years before his 1760 voyage to Spain and was an
intimate friend ofSamuel Johnson and his literary circle of savants.
These three gentlemen were selected for two good reasons. One,
travellers to Spain who wrote about the country in the late 18th
century are few, and two, each man represents a different view of
the kingdom’s society and topography. Baretti spends only a month
in Spain (1760) on a trip to Genoa, and focuses on the lower clas
ses, the 'Goya' cla sses, and conditions of travel and life on the
Spanish roads. Townsend’ s sojourn, almost two years in length,
(1786-87), gives a much more involved view of Spain. Townsend, a
former headmaster and Master of Arts, writes of agriculture, econo-,
mics, manufactures, population, and is most inclusive. Townsend
is literally a sourcebook of information on late 18th century Spain.
William Beckford, the scion of a fabulously rich Jamaican sugar
plantation family, young and brilliant, in 1786 is in disfavorwith
English society and has exiled himself from England to Iberia.
Young, rich and handsome, Beckford easily captures and capti
vates first Lisbon’ s and then Madrid’ s high society. Beckford’s
Spain is upper class and compliments the Spains of Baretti and
Townsend.
Joseph Baretti’ s first voyage to Spain occurs in the late fall and
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early winter of 1760 at the onset of the reign of Charles III. Baretti
is on his way to Genoa to see his family again after a 10 year ab
sence from Italy. In his residence in London of over a decade,
Baretti has made a name for himself in the city ’s literary circles.
He is well known for his work in the Italian opera company and his
Italian to English translations. His source of income is meager,
while Townsend’s is substantial and Beckford is one of the rich
est men in Western Europe. Baretti, first and foremost, is a cridc.
His intellectual honesty and critical harpoons against the major
Italian writers of the 1740’s, when he was the editor of an avante
guarde Italian literary journal, were the reasons for his leaving
Italy in 17 50.
Baretti relates his trip through Iberia by the literary device of a
series of letters supposedly written while he is travelling to his
family in Italy. From the beginning of the trip he clearly states
that the London Spectators admonishes one to keep a daily journal
and that he is writing these letters for futurè publication.2 He
knows his trip through Spain will be a quick one and he realizes
that in such a short space of time he w ill not always meet interes
ting places or be part of arresting events. His letters explain
these shortcomings more than once and he is apologetic of his
daily fare to his readers of posadas, inns, innkeepers, travellers,
friars, peasants and their customs, victuals and eating habits.3 A
valuable record for the historian and social scientist but poor pick
ings for Baretti who wants to make die big splash before his read
ing public.
Leaving Falmouth Harbor on August 23, 1760, Baretti takes the
King George P acket to Lisbon, arriving there on August 30th.
Through B aretti’s eyes we see the Lisbon of 1760, still devastated
from the November 1766 earthquake, one of die world’s worst
quakes, and a devastation of which remind the present reader of
20th century Hiroshima. After several weeks in Portugal, and after
many miserable esta lla g em s, Baretti on the 22 September enters
Spain through Badajoz. In Badajoz he encounters the Italian Jesu it
Cardinal Acciaoli who has recently, with his entire entourage,
been deported from Lisbon. A cardinal in provincial Badajoz is an
event of some importance. The manner of the Cardinal’ s deporta
tion from Portugal is a living historical event.4
Baretti will travel the main road from Badajoz through Talavera
la Reyna (October 1st) to Madrid. Before coming to Madrid he will
make a side trip to Toledo and Aranjeuz where the Bourbon Kings
are in residence. He will stay in Madrid for only a week, from
7-13. From Madrid he will make his way to Zaragossa and thence
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to Barcelona, a one day stop over. Leaving Barcelona, he will go
north to Gerona, Beziers, Nice, Monaco and finally to his destina
tion, Genoa. The journal of the Journey supposedly is written in
the inns at night before he retires. His notes of travel include the
conditions of the p o s a d a s and the hospitality or lack of it by the
p o s a d e r o (a )s .5 Baretd had been promised by his guides that Span
ish p o s a d a s are much cleaner and better than Portuguese E stella gem s, a fact which he quickly verifies as being false.6 Baretd sees
and even partakes in (at dmes) the rural peasants proclivity to
dance the fandango from morning to sunset. AH that is needed is a
guitar, which everyone has, and castanets and the dance begins,
Baretd remarks. He is enchanted with the dancing and compares
the Spanish folk dancing with the French minuets which are very
formal and inhibit spontaneity. (The ‘true’ Englishman, Joseph
Townsend, who at forty-seven is very traditional and very English,
and very formal, finds the dancing and the spontaneity disgusdng).7
Baretd is also fascinated with the manner in which many of the
Spaniards, literate and illiterate, are able to sing and versify as
they go along, impromptu. He calls it a special talent of the Span
ish race. Joseph Baretd’s Journey from London to Genoa is truly
a travel log of the Spanish road.
Both Baretd and Townsend are taken aback by the extreme
wretchedness and non-productivity of the people and soil of Estramadura.s Beckford, in his haste to reach Madrid, scarcely notices
or pays attention to the landscape or the Spanish folk. Though
Baretd is quick to compare customs and conditions in his travel
with English and Italian counterparts, he is not quick to criticize
his host country or the people. He adopts the tone of a man who
has seen much and who understands much. He is a strong monar
chist who sees in the elevation of Chades III an excellent oppor
tunity for Spain to become strong again, economically and mili
tarily, via decrees and new laws from Madrid. The enlightened and
cultured man from Turin muses in one of his letters on the rise and
decline of men and empires including Rome and warning England,
proud mistress of seas (an England he truly loves and admires), of
this constant thread of world history. In analyzing Spanish history,
(though he has his doubts about the expulsion of the Moors), one
of the country’s major economic resources, hepok.es fun at M. Vol
taire who decried the expulsion as insanity, and supports monarchial and inquisitorial decrees deporting the Moors on the grounds
that they constituted a perennial source of revolution in the midst
of Spanish society.9 In weighting the effects of the importation of
the large quantities of gold and silver from the Indies on the
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people and nation of Spain, Baretti states that this 'easy wealth’
has gone far to depopulate the le s s fertile areas of the Kingdom
and has had a crippling effect on Spanish industry.10 For 1760,
Baretti’s assessm ent of the ills that beset the Spanish economy
and the causes of these ills highli^its an astute and critical mind.
Not that his ideas on the Spanish decline were original as is seen
here in the Venetian Ambassador Vendramin’s comments in 1667.11
. . . about this precious metal which comes to Spain from the
Indies, the Spaniards say not without reason that it does on
Spain as rain does upon a roof — it pours on her and it flows
away.
But Baretti is primarily a thinking man who is aware of castles
and women’s smiles and many things.12
Commenting on the decline of Spain under her later Hapsburg
monarchs, Baretti traces the religious and dynastic wars and poli
cies of the earlier monarchs Charles V and Philip II, as major
contributing causes of decline and at the same time empathizes
with these policies given the temper of the earlier times and Span
ish foreign p olicy.13
Baretti’ s letters also note the cultural and artistic levels of
both Iberian monarchies. He has a much higher regard for Spanish
cultural subsidization than Portuguese. But again he does forgive
this lack of the Portuguese court by commenting that small nations
such as Portugal are not to be criticized for their lower level of
cultural attainment. He knows of Feijoo and his contributions to
the Spanish enlightenment.14
Before his arrival in Madrid, Baretti makes a side trip to Toledo
and devotes an entire letter to the great cathedral there and its
mozarabic rite. He is impressed by this grand edifice and the in
come of the archbishop which he states is second only to the Holy
Father in Rome. From Toledo he visits the royal palace and gar
dens at Aranjeuz and is much taken with the beauty of the place.
In reality, Aranjuez is his first glimpse of upper class Spanish
architecture and art and he finds it on a level comparable to any
advanced nation in Europe. He admonishes Mr. Clarke, an English
traveller to Spain the year before, for Clarice’s statement that ‘the
palace of Aranjuez is a tolerable edifice and the garden a dead
flat’. ‘There are some people’, chides Baretti, referring to Clarke,
‘in this world whom (sic) nothing can please out of h eir own
country’. 15 This comment on Clarke is one of the keys to Baretti s
success as a traveller ‘out of his own country’. Though we know
from Ian Robertson’s introduction of Baretti’s volatile nature and
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quick temper, on the road, he is accomodating comprising and versatile. In his own words, 'for the successful traveller a sense of
humor is most important’. 16
Baretti’s entrance into the Madrid of 1760 is a disaster. Art
and culture notwithstanding, the open sewers of the Spanish capi
tal and the noxious odours emanatingfrom them makes it impossible
for him to remain long in Madrid. He refers to the city as the 'great
cloaca’. 17 In 1765, on a return visit, he will find Madrid healthful
and beautiful, accomplishments due to the hygenic program by
Charles III to clean up the city. But in 1760 he will only be a week
in Madrid. His eyewitness views of the city makes for a solid his
torical vista of the late 18th century Spanish capital.
Valencia and the huerta of Valencia captivates Baretti. He is
particularly impressed with the developing high standards of the
medical school and training hospital under the new plan of Charles’
ministers. Barcelona, where he spends only one day, is a city of
bustling economic activity and commercial expansion. He com
ments on the clothing establishments, weapons manufacture, the
arsenal and foundry for the casting of the big cannon destined for
the wars of the Bourbon monarchy, blanket production, etc. Town
send in 1787 is similarly impressed.18 Baretti notes that the Cata
lonians are very favorable to Charles III because he, on assuming
the throne, cancelled the debt imposed on them for taking the
losing side in the War of the Spanish Succession.
As for Spanish banditry and highway robbery, Baretti makes
light of it. The roads may be the worst in western Europe but for
this English traveller they are safe if one does not travel alone
and keeps his weapons in view for the eyes of strangers. Town
send is very conscious of the stories of highway banditry and is
not so matter of fact on this hazard to the traveller.19
The journal describes at length the history (if Baretti knows it)
of the cities Baretti travels through. I believe these insights must
have been added later when he edited his notes. The 1760 voyager
is enchanted by the 'Moorish c a s tle s ’ which he sees everywhere
built on their high mountain summits. He also catalogs the condi
tions of the p o sa d a s where he spends the nights, and the fact that
the traveller must bring his own food with him to the inn though he
has use of the fire for cooking purposes. The variety and types of
food available on the Spanish roads and the hospitality and opene s s of the Spanish country people provide insights for the letters.
Particularly vexing to Baretti, Townsend and the American m inis
ter John Adams, in that gentlemen’s brief trip through Asturias in
1780, were the fleas and other house vermin. The fleas make
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sleeping in the backcountry Spanish provinces a very difficult
thing to come by.20
Both Baretti and Townsend remark on the curious custom of
Spanish officials meeting their callers or guests in sleeping cap
and nightgown. For Baretti it is a village corregedorin Estramadura, in soiled nightgown and cap, and for Townsend it is the
powerful minister of state Compomanes who greets him so attired
in his bedroom. 'This is the custom of the country’ a Swiss woman
traveller married to a Spaniard tells Baretti when he related this
'shocking’ scene to her. .'The Spanish think nothing of greeting
one in their nightclothes, especially older men practice this cus
tom, and you (Baretti) should not see this as a sign of disrespect’ . 21
The journal’s comments on Charles III, fortunately, Baretti does
see him on this trip, is a 'must’ for the 18th century Spanish h is
torian.22 That Baretti’ s journal has only lately been re-published
can be seen in its absence from the footnotes of recent books on
Spain in the late 18th century. Its 'Goyaesque’ word pictures pro
vide valuable insights df rural Iberia in 1760.
Joseph Townsend’ s three volume / oum ey Through Spain, 178687, a trip made when Townsend was forty-seven years of age, is a
veritable storehouse of factual information on the Spain of those
years. Townsend, a former English headmaster and holder of a
Master of Arts Degree, was an ardent amateur naturalist and scien
tist, avocations which were very fashionable in Europe and in
America among the literate upper and bourgeois literate classes.
As a learned man with an academic reputation, Townsend has easy
access to men of learning and politics, wherever he goes in Spain.
Townsend enters Spain through Barcelona. He will spend many
months in the kingdom and visit most of the major cities and pro
vinces. He is particularly interested in all phases of the new
science, and meticulously notes the flora, fauna and geological
formations that he encounters on his travels. He likes to jot these
finds down in their Latin names when he can. With Townsend, a
much quoted se t of volumes, in later histories of the period, facts
and figures are the mainstays of the trip. He is writing for an En
glish speaking audience interested in manufacturing, population,
economic indecies, botanical and other natural history phenomena,
agriculture, etc. Townsend’ s book accents the fact that by 1786,
the 'new European’ is an intellectual with a questing mind (and an
open mind) who expects to find similar men in other societies with
like interests.
Be it Barcelona, Valencia or Madrid, Townsend puts down all of
interest to him in his journal. Barcelona, commercial, industrial
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and economically thriving, is a city very much like that of the
cities of his mothercountry. Though he is impressed with the vigor
and expansion of the city and its world wide trade, he singles out
the Royal Academy of Arts, which he visits, and the municipal
hospital for particular praise. He will visit the museums, private
and public scientific and natural history collections, hospitals,
schools, manufacturing establishments, everything of interest in
the new Spain of the enlightenment. He is an Adam Smithian in
economics and commends Charles III and his ministers for their
farsighted economic policies which incorporate the Adam Smith
philosophy. Medicine and its advancement is also high on the lis t
of his observing priorities. The Barcelona municipal hospital is a
wonder to him. 'No hospital that I have yet seen on the Continent
is so well administered as this general hospital of this city’, he
w rites.23 The progressive convalescent ward is separated from the
sick wards at the hospital and is an innovation which Townsend
finds very intelligent. The Townsend trip, made at the close of
Charles I l l’s reign, provides an important eyewitness picture of
Spain before the French Revolution and Napoleonic debacles.
Townsend’s visits with Campomanes, a man he very much admires
and whose program for Spain he supports fully, Floridablanca,
Penalba, Aranda, and other noteworthy figures in the e c cle sia sti
cal and scientific Hispanic worlds as well as the political one,
are important first hand glimpses of these men of power and poli
tic s .24 Townsend is also invited to the Madrid parties, salons and
tertulias and will meet the capital’s high society. The younger
William Beckford will also be invited to many of these affairs.
Townsend is to be found in the cell of Feijoo in Oviedo, the medi
cal school in Valencia, the theater in Madrid, the college campus
of Villadolid and Salamanca, visiting in Cadiz with the old and
berit Antonio de Ulloa and every place which he feels represents
the Spain in 1786. His volumes are invaluable sources of informa
tion of the epoch. In one of his musings, when examining a fossil
in amber, he remarks cryptically, ‘we see it (the fossil) likewise
as one link in a vast chain, the origin of which all philosophers
are laboring to discover.25
The William Beckford journal, recently edited and re-discovered
is a tour into the play of Madrid’ s 'high society/. Beckford, rich
in line for a title, lo se s his bid because of rumors and scandel
about his deviant sexual practices. He appears to be bi-sexual.
The unfortunate death of his young wife in Switzerland complicated
Beckford’ s life further and the family decides to ship him off to
the Jam aica estates. However, Beckford becomes seasick and land
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ing in Lisbon decides to remain there- Lisbon society is enrap
tured with the young handsome and intelligent Englishman. Feted
by all, he is the English crown price of the Lisbon inner circle.26
His previous reputation and his enemies in England make it impos
sible for Beckford to be presented to the Portuguese queen and he
is forced to leave Lisbon for reasons of state. In Madrid he is
again lionized by the dukes, marquis and duchesses and is invited
to all the important parties. His journal is intensely personal and
episodic. He seduces many hearts both male and female. Beckford
is particularly drawn to the exotic and occult and is a great fav
orite of the ambassador of the Ottoman Empire. The journal high
lights the variety of life and its intensity among the nobility and
bureaucracy of the capital. Beckford’ s friends and confidants are
nobles, hi^i officials, ambassadors and women of the upper class.
He has known several of the women in other capitals of Europe.
Through die few pages of the journal the historian can discover a
valuable picture of the mores and amusements of Madrid’ s society 27
Beckford has no interest in the peasantry or the Nueva Planta of
Charles Ill’s ministers. The journal highlights the similarity of
interests and diversions of upper class Europe, a Europe which
Beckford, by birth, education and manners blends easily into.
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FUNERAL LAMENTS AND FEMALE POWER IN
SARDINIAN PEASANT SOCIETY1
by E lizabeth Ma th ias
I ntroduction

The members of all societies, maintain a shared pattern of beha
viour for dealing with death. Patterns for regulating this ultimate
rite of passage are culturally prescribed on the basis of a particu
lar culture’s values, norms, and conception of the nature of life
after death. Furthermore, in every society, behavioral roles in rit
uals surrounding death are assigned to males and females accord
ing to the so cie tie s’ view of what is considered to be appropriate
behavior for each sex. In most studies of funeral behavior the em
phasis has been on the activities that follow the event of death,
commenting on their function as a socially sanctioned expressive
outlet for feelings of loss and grief. When funeral laments have
been analyzed, the goal has been primarily to determine the struc
tural properties or singing style of the form.2 Surprisingly, the
actual words of funeral laments have received little attention, and,
in particular, there is little information about the funeral laments
of women as they reveal the woman’ s view of life and death and
her attitudes about her condition in her so ciety .3 Above all, fune
ral laments have not been studied from the point of view of the
woman’ s role in the basic subsistence activities of her society as
this role relates to her institutionalized position in ritual activi
ties. The ideas that peasant women communicate in their laments
and the specialized audiences to whom they relay this information
have not been the subject of systematic analysis, and there has
been no significant theorizing as to the degree of social control
which peasant women may actually exert through the public drama
of the wake and funeral in societies where women, not men, have
control over the dissemination of information about past and pre
sent events in their communities.
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